1985 BMW 6 Series
Lot sold

USD 0
EUR 0 (listed)

Year of manufacture
Lot number

1985

Drive
Condition

LHD
Restored

Location

114
Exterior colour
Car type

Other
Coupé

Description
French title
Chassis # WBAEE310701051218
- Powerful car, infrequent model
- 2 owners since new
- Maintenance properly monitored
- No reserve
Interesting fact: the Coupée M635 CSI is the only BMW road car to exceed 250 km/h. Actually, the
maximum speed in later models have all been deliberately limited to 250 km/h. An upscale Coupée
from the Munich brand, the M635 featured an engine specially developed by BMW Motorsport (as can
be seen by the "M" of its name), a six-cylinder 24-valve 3.5 liter unit developing 285bhp. Elegant,
roomy with two rear seats, it offered the dual personality of a luxuriously finished and equipped car,
as well as a powerful and fast GT, able to eat up the kilometers effortlessly.
This M6 was delivered new to its first owner in January 1985 by the BMW dealer of Rouen. It then
changed hands, to the current owner, in 1996 and was maintained by his mechanic, permanently, in
a full-fledged garage that was installed in the owner's Normandy property. Between 2005 and this
year, several important elements and components were changed: the complete clutch system, the
front axle, the starter and the complete exhaust line in 2013, the four brake discs this year when the
odometer showed 146,500 kms, which is the current mileage of this superb automobile. It is in a
beautiful grey shade, with black leather interior. This car has aged well, its seats seem barely worn,
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and its carpets are in excellent condition. The user manual that comes with the car, is presented in a
leather pouch. Also, its original tool kit is in the trunk, and is 90% complete. The BMW M6 was the
most powerful and the most efficient of the 6 Series. This car, with its continuous and welldocumented history and the fine state that it is in, represents a great opportunity.
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